machinery from 30 up to 400 Ton

standard washers

washers acc. plan

Haemers sa produces all flat
washers in accordance with
the standards DIN, ISO,
AFNOR NFE, PENNY,…
To do so we have 9
automatic press lines which
monthly produce over a 150
ton of washers in steel,
stainless steel and other
kinds of material.
Packaging can be done in
carton boxes, polybags both
with barcode, article-nr, ….

Haemers sa produces all
washers according plan,
design or model from the
client. Tolerances of 0.05
and 0.1mm are certainly not
an exception. These washers are perfectly flat and
stamped with the biggest
care.

steel up to 20mm, Stainless up to 15mm

a spectrum of more than 5.800
dimensions. All washers in accordance
with DIN, AFNOR NFE, Mudguard,…

tooling from A to Z in our company
(design, production and testing)

more than 650 pallets spaces in order to
deliver your business in a flexible and
quick way

machinery from 30 up to 400 Ton

small quantities

larger and XL quantities

Haemers sa is convinced
also to be of service to you
with smaller quantities. We
can even be an alternative
for laser and punchmachinery. Our dies are mostly built
like puzzles which rules out
the tooling cost.
Components can also be
provided of threading, chamfers, small welding,….

Haemers sa has an extremely
efficient and modern machinery
which enables us to be very
competitive when it comes to
larger quantities.
Design and production of the
tooling is done within the company and this guarantees the
continuity of the production and
the
delivery
time.

steel up to 20mm, Stainless up to 15mm

a spectrum of more than 5.800
dimensions. All washers in accordance
with DIN, AFNOR NFE, Mudguard,…

tooling from A to Z in our company
(design, production and testing)

more than 650 pallets spaces in order to
deliver your business in a flexible and
quick way

